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FOLLOW US Motorola devices used to have an application called Motorola Camera before being replaced by Moto Camera. In the latter, its users can access the features of their Motorola device in the most optimized way with the camera. Control motorola camera features This app adjusts the camera function beyond the local Android camera app. Therefore, with an interface theme that matches apps that are typically developed by this manufacturer for their smartphones, users can use the following features: Tap any part of the screen to
take a photo, even when you're recording a video. Take photo breaks by holding your finger down on the interface. Access different camera functions by turning your finger: flash settings, HDR, panoramic images, slow motion... However, as we mentioned above, this application was replaced by Moto Cam, which comes along with modern features adapted to devices that underwent changes after motorola's purchase on behalf of Lenovo. Adds Hasselblad True Zoom support. Bug fixes and stability improvements. The new Moto Camera app
is optimized for Moto 2016 devices and integrated with Google Photos.Features*:Never miss a moment with quick capture: launch the camera with a simple wrist spinning, and then turn it again to switch cameras. Get the perfect moment with Best Shot: it captures several footage before and after touching, recognizing problems such as blurred topics or flashing eyes. It then recommends the best picture to save. Look for the Best Photo icon in Google Photo Gallery. Moto smart cameras automatically adapt to light and movement to get
crystal clear results. It's really, really fast with zero shutter lag so you'll never miss a moment. Automatic QR, barcode, and business card* scanning puts information at your fingertips: simply place the camera over qr, barcode, or business card and select search, save, and copy. Rich features give you even more control: o Photo, video, slow motion video, and panorama.o Tap to change focus and exposure.o Professional mode: Puts you in full control of focus, white balance, shutter speed, ISO and Exposure.o Common controls like flash,
HDR and timer are fingertips.o Comprehensive settings allow you to control photo and video sizes, change to tap anywhere to capture, and much more.* Not all features are available on some devices. 21.30 MB November 11, 2017 at 6:16 am 23.89 MB Oct 2, 2019 at 6:07 pm 30.78 MB September 3, 2019 at 1:00 pm 30.77 MB May 22, 2019 at 4:13 am on April 7, 2019 at 7:39 am 19:61 AM on November 27, 2018 at 6:48 pm 19.61 MB Sep 5, 2018 at 2:09 pm 19.61 MB Aug 24, 2018 at 4:25 PM 27.79 MB Aug 18 , 2018 at 12:29 pm 30.78
MB Aug 10, 2019 at 5:18 am 30.77 MB May 22, 2019 at 4:13 am 25.56 MB April 7, 2019 at 7:39 am 19.61 MB Nov 27, 2018 at 6:48 pm 19.61 MB September 5, at 2:09 pm 19.61 MB Aug 24, 2018 at 4:25 PM 27.79 MB Aug 18, 2018 at 12:29 PM 21.57 MB May 5 , 2018 at 10:51 Pm BeautyPlus - Magic Apply a beautiful effect to your photos Official photo app from Google Edit and add thousands of effects to your photos Adobe Photoshop Lightroom elegant way to organize images Professional photos editor Create videos with simple steps
Edit and anip video on your smartphone Fun way to take selfies APKCombo Apps Photography Motorola Camera 5.1.13.12 · Motorola Mobility LLC. Jan 12, 2016 (5 years ago) A simple and faster way to capture moments. Tap anywhere on the screen to take a photo even while recording a video. Hold your finger down to take photos continuously. Swipe to quickly access settings such as flash, HDR, panorama, and slow motion. You never take pictures like that again. Email: playstor@motorola.com See more Faster, simple, stunning photo
and video capture. APP Information Download version 7.2.57.18 (770205718) APK Size82.49 MB App DeveloperMotorola Mobility LLC. Malware CheckTRUSTED Install android8.0.0 and app Packagecom.motorola.camera2.apk MD544d26d4d7cc5d2c9ab166cee3f69c482 Rate2. 36 Website Download Moto Camera 2 7.2.57.18 Apk Download Apk (82.49 MB) Get from Google Play App Description Moto Camera 2 is motorola, camera2, photography, camera, content rating is Anyone (PEGI-3). This app has been rated by 2.36 in 33 users
who use this app. To learn more about the company/developer, visit the Motorola Mobility LLC website that developed it. com.motorola.camera2.apk can be downloaded and installed on Android 8.0.0 and higher Android devices. Latest version 7.2.57.18 Available for download. Download the app using your favorite browser and click Install to install the app. Please note that we provide both basic and clean APK and faster download speeds than apk mirror. This app APK has been downloaded 290882+ times in the store. You can also
download com.motorola.camera2 APK and run it with popular Android emulators. Moto Camera 2 is optimized for moto devices and integrated with Google Photos. Features: Never miss a moment with Quick Capture: launch the camera with a simple twist in your arm, then twist again to switch the camera. Moto smart cameras automatically adapt to light and movement to get crystal clear results. Fully integrated with Google Photos. Select a thumbnail for sharing, editing, and backing up. Get the perfect moment with Best Shot: the camera
takes several shots before and after you capture, recognizing issues like blurred topics or flashing your eyes. It then recommends the best picture to save. Look for the Best Photo icon in Google Photo Gallery. Portrait mode for dual cameras to blur the background. Cutout mode selected dual camera cut out foreground theme and add background image of your own. 360° Panorama and selfie modes to capture more of your shot than ever before. Automatic QR code scanning places information at your fingertips: Simply place the camera
over QR and select a search or copy. Copying. Filters for special effects in your photos Launch directly into Google Lens to search for what you see, do faster, and interact with the world. AR sticker moto z4, z3, z3 play, z2 strength, g7 plus, g7, g7 power and g6 plus and motorola one zoom, vision and action. Rich features give you even more control: • Photo, video and slow motion video. • Tap to change focus and exposure. • Manual (professional) mode: allows you to fully control focus, white balance, shutter speed, ISO and exposure. •
Common controls, such as flash, HDR and timer, are handy. • Comprehensive settings allow you to control the size of photos and videos, resize to tap anywhere to capture, and more. App ChangeLog App Screens 44D26D4D7CC5D2C9AB166CEE3F69C482 Apk file scan results apk file scanned with TotalVirus Antivirus, com.motorola.camera2.apk was clean and secure. Stats Scan:Confirmed Timeout:0|Failure:0|Harmless:0|Malicious:0|Suspicious:0|Timeout:4|Undefined:10|Undetected:61|
Name:44D26D4D7CC5D2C9AB166CEE3F69C482 SHA-1:260df16116b0e9f5144114454533bcda35f669e7 SHA-256 Name:44D26D4D7CC5 :d8897198ac314ac7f44303e7814283db3617d732753d50d2c5555f5cb7e5fc71 SSDEEP:1572864:RcVwyF4:2EkxxYE6eSG0mtzv2AVc+QkiA11RRkj5vuEP2Pn7zXv:RLAHxxWeSG0av/fBRkj51Y77 Faila tips: Android Magic: Zip arhīva dati, vismaz v1.0, lai iegūtu faila lielumu:86498 17 Nesaspiests Izmērs: 34846136 Contained Files: 1701 Contained Files By Type: cfg: 3, dex: 2, mp3: 16, mp4: 2, ogg:
5, png: 147, pro: 2, xml: 35, Atļaujām ir nepieciešamas šādas atļaujas jūsu Android ierīcē.
android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATIONandroid.permission_ACCESS_FINEATIOANDROID.permission.PERMISSION_NETWORK_STATEANDROID.permission.ACCESS_NOTIFICATION_POLICYANDROID.permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATEandroid.permission.CAMERAandroid.permission.CHANGE_WIFI_STATEandroid.permission.DISABLE_KEYGUARDANDROID.permission.FOREGROUND_SERVICANDROID.permission.INTERNEANDROID.PERMISSION.BACKGROUND_PROCESSESandroid.permission.MODIFY_AUDIO_SETTINGSandroid.permission.RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETEDandroid.permission.RECORD_AUDIOandroid.permission.STOP_APP_SWITCHESandroid.permission.vibratEandroid.permission.WAKE_LOCKandroid.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGEandroid.permission.WRITE.SECURE_SECURE_SETTINGSandroid.permission.WRITE_SETTINGScom.motorola.camera2.content.ai.ACCESScom.motorola.camera.permission.Control_CAMERAcom.motorola.hardware.ACCESS_CLIcom.motorola.mod.permission.MOD_ACCESS_INFOcom.motorola.moto.mya.provider.permission.Read_MODEScom.motorola.moto.mya.write.provider_ModeScom.motorola.permission.ACCESS_CHECKINcom.motorol
camera.mod_ACCESS_ININcom .motorola.permission.CAMERA_DUMPcom.motorola.permission.GET_ZEN_MODE_CONFIGcom.motorola.permission.SET_ZEN_MODE_CONFIGcom.motorola.permission.USE_HBMandroid.hardware.cameraandroid.hardware.faketouchandroid.hardware.microphoneandroid.hardware.screen.portraitcom.met.camera2 Approximate location (network) Allows the program to obtain an approximate location. This location is derived from location services using network location sources such as cellular tower
and Wi-Fi. Wi‑fi. location services must be turned on and available on your device before the app can use them. Apps can use it to determine where you are. Exact Location (GPS and Network) Allows the app to get an exact location using the Global Positioning System (GPS) or network location sources, such as mobile tower and Wi-Fi. These location services must be turned on and available on your device before the app can use them. Apps can use it to determine where you are and can consume extra battery power. View network
connections Allow the program to view information about network connections, such as which networks exist and are connected. View Wi-Fi connections Allows the app to view information about the Wi-Fi network, such as whether Wi-Fi and the name of connected Wi-Fi devices are enabled. take pictures and videos Lets you take pictures and videos with your camera. This permission allows the app to use the camera at any time without your approval. Connect and disconnect from Wi-Fi Allows the app to connect to and disconnect from
Wi-Fi access points and make changes to the wi-fi network device configuration. disable screen lock Allows the app to disable the keylock and its associated password security. For example, your phone disables the keyguard when you receive an incoming phone call, turning the keyguard back on after the call is completed. GET ACCOUNTS Allows you to access the account list of account services. full network access Allows the application to create network sockets and use custom network protocols. The browser and other applications
provide the means to send data to the Internet, so this permission is not required to send data to the Internet. close other Allows programs to end background processes for other apps. This may cause other programs to malfunction. change audio settings Allows the program to modify global audio settings, such as volume and which speaker is used for output. Run at startup Allows the app has itself started as soon as the system is finished booting. This can take longer to start your phone and allow the app to slow down the overall phone
while always running. recording audio Allows the application to record audio with the microphone. This permission allows the app to record audio at any time without your approval. control vibration Allows the app to control the vibrator. Prevent your phone from sleeping Allows the app to prevent the phone from going to sleep. Modify or delete the contents of your SD card Allows the application to write to the SD card. modify secure system settings Allows the app to modify system safe settings data. Not intended for use in regular apps.
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Modify system settings Allow the program to modify system settings data. Malicious apps can damage your system configuration. Configuration.
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